
Thursday 17th September 2020

CLC Virtual Members Meeting

Session 2: 10.30am - 11.30am
Kristi Adams: Three coaching techniques to help you communicate better
Join Kristi Adams to explore the three things you can do, as someone who works in the charity sector, that will 
connect you more deeply to your colleagues, your organisation and the people your charity serves.

Session 3: 12.30pm - 1.30pm
Sukhvinder Pabial: What should our L&D strategies look like?
Learning and development leader, Sukh Pabial will walk you through some top tips in developing 
and creating an L&D strategy, that is aligned to organisational needs and allows you to focus and 
prioritise the right solutions. This session will be interactive, drawing on all of our experiences and 
allowing us to create some great resources to help our members in the future.
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Session 1: 9.30am - 10am
Martin Baker: Welcome, CLC update and networking
Grab a cuppa and join Martin for a quick catch up! We are always looking for ways to strengthen our 
Consortium and we love to keep you involved in the process. Martin will be posing a series of questions and 
topics for discussion in this interactive session. Get your thinking caps at the ready!

Session 4: 3pm - 4pm
Donald H Taylor: How to run a great webinar
Webinars can be dull. It’s true. But they needn’t be. They can be interesting, productive and engaging – if done 
right. The trick is to stop presenting at your audience, and start working with them. In this session, Don Taylor 
calls on his experience hosting and coaching speakers for over 500 webinars for the Learning and Skills Group, 
to draw out a series of principles for delivering great webinars.

Roundup of the day: 4pm - 4.15pm
Martin Baker
Martin will give a short roundup of the day and any final reminders for our members and guests. He will ask for 
your feedback on the day, discuss the highlights and take a look forward, to our next virtual event. 


